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I.  OVERVIEW  
The Lincoln County Economic Development Foundation (LCEDF) hired 
Spencer Preservation through a competitive bid process to conduct surveys 
of three areas in the county, including the Lincoln City Park.  The primary 
purpose was to assess the park in terms of the potential for establishing 
historic district listed in the state or national historic register. Kelly Larson with 
LCEDF was the primary contact for Spencer Preservation.  Following 
completion of the survey, the findings and recommendations were reviewed 
with LCEDF in March 2019 and will be shared with city officials.    

 
II.  METHODOLOGY 
Based on consultation with the Kansas State Historical Society (KSHS), the 
overall park was assessed as a single resource and the primary historic 
resources within the park were surveyed individually. 
 
Spencer Preservation conducted the physical inspection/site work at the park 
on October 16-17, 2018 taking digital photos of each resource that conform to 
KSHS standards.  Additionally, physical inspection helps to develop 
descriptions, noting style, primary and secondary materials, configuration, 
condition obvious alterations or additions.  The park and primary resources 
were each given an inventory number.  Using county GIS maps accessed at 
ORKA (Open Records for Kansas Appraisers), Spencer Preservation 
prepared a map overlay with the resources indentified, and keyed. 
 
During the period November 2018 through January 2019 Spencer integrated 
field research and archival data through the collection of basic property data 
and historic information from County records, the Lincoln County Historical 
Museum, Lincoln County EDF and local newspapers on microfilm and 
available at the Kansas State Historical Society Museum in Topeka. 
 
Survey data was entered into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet from which it 
was uploaded to the Kansas Historic Resource Inventory (KHRI) database.  
KSHS survey technicians merged the database populating the survey forms 
for each resource.  Spencer then uploaded current photos and site plans to 
each survey form.  Once approved by KSHS,   the individual survey forms are 
publically available online at http://khri.kansasgis.org/ by searching under 
survey project:  Lincoln  – City Park (HPF 2018).  
 
In February 2019, the team completed an analysis of the survey data based 
on the physical survey and supplemental research regarding development of 
the park and construction of individual resources.  This information was used 
to help inform the evaluation of historic integrity of the park as a whole and of 
individual primary resources in the park.  Spencer Preservation analyzed the 
survey results, summarized the survey project, and provided 
recommendations for future actions in the form of this Survey Report.  The 
findings and recommendations were provided to the LCEDF and the Kansas 
State Historical Society.  LCEDF will share the survey findings with the City of 
Lincoln.   
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III.  HISTORIC CONTEXT 
 
Lincoln County was organized in 1870; five years after settlement of the area had begun. Named for Abraham 
Lincoln and situated in the middle of the state, the county had approximately 500 residents by 1872.   The original 
Lincoln town site, comprised of one hundred and sixty acres lying on the north bank of the Saline River, sits in the 
center at the corner of four adjoining townships.  Lincoln was platted in early 1871 and in February 1872 became 
the county seat.  The 1880s, as with many areas of Kansas, was a boom time for Lincoln County.  According to 
Kansas historian William Cutler, by 1880 the county’s population had grown to 8,500 residents; and by 1884 the 
city of Lincoln, the only town in the county, had a population of 600.  When the Union Pacific Railroad reached 
Lincoln two years later the town’s population doubled. 
 
By the early 1890s the small frame settler homes and businesses were being replaced with larger permanent stone 
and brick structures.  Lincoln had no saloons or gambling; it was a bustling small city with good schools, a college, 
and seven churches.  In the fall of 1905 Lincoln citizens passed a bond to fund a water plant and an electric light 
plant; in less than a year Lincoln’s streets had electric lights.  Originally housed together in one building, the 
electrical plant was moved by the late 1930s.  In 1911 three round wells on the site were filtering Lincoln’s water. 
 
In January 1906 a Topeka State Journal article called Lincoln “one of the pleasantest towns located anywhere, with 
as many businesses as Salina and could more than match them in quality.”  The story talked about the “rows of 
well-constructed stone buildings and thriving businesses gave the town a feeling of permanence.”  A 1911 Lincoln 
Sentinel editorial argued that the city still had certain needs in order to prosper.  In addition to better roads and a 
commercial club, the city needed a park.  In order to begin the process, the article explained, young trees should be 
planted in order to give sufficient shade for future generations.  This may have been done by progressive planners 
who continued to encourage development of park.  For several years newspaper editorials would rally for a park, 
citing other small cities such as Wamego and Marion that had built lovely municipal parks for their citizens.  Lincoln 
residents had to wait twenty-six years for their dream to materialize.  By the mid-1930s thoughts turned to action. 
 
Lincoln’s park had been plotted on nineteen acres of land east of the water plant and an architect hired to draw up 
plans; these plans have not been located.  In early 1937 city officials were ready to move forward, planning to use 
New Deal Program funding through the Works Progress Administration (WPA).   For unknown reasons, funding 
later switched to the National Youth Association program.  The federal program required that the community pay 
part of the costs while the federal dollars would provide materials and pay local workers to build the park.  City and 
County budgets were stretched and mil levies had been lowered.  The local funding for the park was raised by civic 
groups including the Lions Club, the Business and Professional Women’s Association (BPA), the American Legion, 
and the Girl Scout and Boy Scout organizations. 
 
In addition to some men in town, twenty local boys between the ages of 16 and 24 were paid to work constructing 
the park by the National Youth Administration (NYA); another New Deal program.  The National Youth 
Administration (1935-1943), established by FDR in June 1935 at the behest of Eleanor Roosevelt, was designed 
specifically to address unemployment in youth that were too young to be covered by other New Deal programs 
such as the Civilian Conservation Corps.  The NYA, unlike other programs, included girls.  Mrs. Roosevelt 
championed the program by visiting NYA centers across the U.S., including a stop in Kansas in November 1936.  
Despite this inclusive policy, there is no indication that girls were involved in the Lincoln projects except as users of 
the Scout Cabin through NYA in 1939, was shared between the girl and boy scouts.   
 
Work began on Lincoln’s park in late 1937, picking up steam in 1938.  The workers used county grading machines 
to straighten and deepen the Yauger Creek bed to prevent future flooding and fifteen large Chinese Elm trees were 
planted to secure the new landscape.  Two foot bridges were built and a ford for automobiles was made at the 
north end of the park. 
 
Initial plans for the park called for four fire places and Dutch ovens made of native stone, combined with stone 
picnic tables and benches.  Playground equipment including swings, a teeter-totter and slides were among the first 
installed.  Croquet grounds were established as well as tennis courts with concrete flooring.  Initially the city desired 
a swimming pool, but not enough funding or sufficient water supply was available so that idea was shelved.  The 
NYA youth built restrooms, a scout cabin and a bandstand.  Rock for the park features and buildings was donated 
by local farmers and ranchers. 
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The Chamber of Commerce, Lions Club and BPA held the first community picnic at the park in August 1938.  The 
park was officially dedicated on May 21, 1939.  The final NYA-built structure was the bandstand, completed in May 
1940.  City officials and residents alike joined in the jubilation at the long-awaited arrival of a park that offered free 
recreational opportunities to residents after years of financial strain.  A place would now exist for all to enjoy 
picnicking and outdoor recreation including musical and theatrical productions, tennis and croquet.   
 
The park was an immediate and sustained civic success, offering entertainment for all.  During the early years 
concerts were held on the bandstand each Tuesday evening through the summer months.  The Lincoln municipal 
band invited anyone interested to enroll, join in rehearsals, and play in the 8:00 PM concerts at the park.   In later 
years other recreational structures have been added including a steel-framed picnic shelter, a swimming pool and 
concrete block pool house (1958), updated playground equipment (1998), a ball diamond (ca. 2016), pedestal BBQ 
grills and Frisbee–golf stations.  Additional stone features have been added including raised flower beds and a 
base for the flagpole built by the boy scouts.  The park now accommodates recreational vehicles to encourage 
traveling visitors. 
 
A 1989 Lincoln County economic plan notes a sustained atmosphere of civic obligation felt by the citizens of 
Lincoln.  The creation and sustainment of Lincoln’s city park is a living monument to that civic pride.  The park is 
maintained by the City and continues to serve local residents and visitors alike.   
 
Sources:  
Lincoln County Historical Museum. Clipping Files and photographs.  
Lincoln County News, 1 June, 1939, 29 July 1939, 14 December 1939;  2 May 1940. 
Lincoln Sentinel (Sentinel Republican), 5 Oct 1911; 25 Feb 1937, 11 March 1937; 20 Jan 1938; 12 May 1938, 7 

July, 1938, 28 July 2938, 4 August 1938, 15 December 1938; 18 May 1939, , 13 July 1939. 
Wallace, Mabel S. Index of Names in Historic of Lincoln County, Kansas. Master’s Thesis, Colorado State College 

of Education, 1938, Lincoln Carnegie Library.    
Taking a Close Look: A Comprehensive Plan for Lincoln County, Kansas. Lincoln County Planning Commission. 

Oct 1989. 
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IV.  SURVEY RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The above map identifies the surveyed resources in the park as well as 
existing secondary structures.  The predominant character-defining feature 
of the park is the native stone resources that combined local sandstone with 
native limestone. Primary features include four structures:  the restroom 
building, bandstand, scout cabin and a small picnic shelter building.  
Secondary stone features include a pergola, fireplaces/ovens, picnic tables 
and benches, a pergola, and a sandbox (original fish pond).  Raised flower 
beds and the flagpole base are later stone features that compliment the 
original NYA resources.  The early stone features were constructed 1937-
1940 through the National Youth Association (NYA), a New Deal-era works program that hired local youth for local 
public improvements.    

        
NYA-constructed features extant in the park today include:  Upper Right – secondary  
stone features in the park; Left - Restroom Building; Center - Scout Cabin; Right - 
Picnic Shelter; and Lower Right - the Bandstand.  All current park photos were taken 
by Spencer in 2018. 

 
Likely dating to the original park development in the late 1930s, some early 
playground equipment such as the merry-go-round (lower-right) slide and 
swing set, remain in the park today.  One existing resources pre-dates the 
park development - the Municipal Water Plant was erected on this site in 
1905.  A portion of the original building has collapsed and the structure is 
slated for demolition.  However, northwest of the building stands one 
remaining round well house.  The well house would be a contributing feature 
to a park historic district conveying the site’s origins as the City’s water 
plant. 
    
Non-contributing park resources include the municipal water plant building 
(due to deteriorated condition), the metal-framed shelter house, the small 
brick utility/telephone building, the swimming pool and pool house (1958), 
ball diamonds, tennis court, and new playground (1998).  Although some of 
these structures are located in the same area with the concentration of 
stone park features in the west part of the park, the east half of the park 
generally reflects contemporary construction clearly distinct from the earlier resources.  A boundary for the potential 
historic district should be drawn to include the concentration of early stone resources, generally the west half of the 
park and water treatment plant. 
 
Lower Left – Old Municipal Water Plant with adjacent round well house; Center – West view of water plant showing collapsed 
roof and wall; and Right – Looking west along south edge of site with small utility building amidst NYA stone features. 
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Lincoln County is widely known as post-rock country and that is not just a moniker but 
a physical reference to the abundance of native stone.  The stone has been used in 
this rural county for fence posts but it is also the primary defining physical 
characteristic of many of the county’s buildings. Vernacular architecture is defined as 
an architectural style based on the needs, construction materials and traditions that 
are specific to a locality.   
    
Many of the recreational and cultural resources constructed through New Deal-era 
programs embraced a rustic architectural style and character.  The style is vernacular, 
using local materials and labor but the built-resources in Lincoln’s park share a 
common rustic character due in large part to the native stone construction and the 
informal, organic layout of the built resources.  The style of the park and its built 
resources may have been influenced by National Park Service bulletins entitled Park 
and Recreational Structures published in three volumes 1935-1938.  The publications 
illustrate the rustic park architecture that was popularized through New Deal 
programs. 
 
The historic and architectural integrity of the New Deal Era-resources in Lincoln’s City 
Park are high with little to no modification of individual structures.  Although the park 
itself has evolved and expanded with the addition of a new playground, swimming 
pool and ball diamond, this collection of recreational resources clearly conveys its 
historic associations with the New Deal works programs as well as the original design 
of the primary resources that were built by local youth through the NYA using local 
materials including sandstone and limestone.  Photos on upper and center right 
illustrate the use of local stone in the park structures and furnishings. 
 
The survey results clearly support formation of a park historic district with the 
preliminary boundary illustrated on the following map.  The cluster of New Deal-era 
resources is located in the west portion of the park including the site of the water 
plant.  The east portion of the park is where later resources are located including the 
tennis courts, ball diamond and swimming pool.  The park district is eligible for listing 
as a representative of the Social and Recreational property type under the New Deal-
era Resources of Kansas Multiple Property Documentation Form (MPDF).  In addition 
to reflecting the rustic design common to New Deal-era recreational 
resources, the park conveys how the local government, with the help of 
federal programs, developed a long sought-after public park while providing 
work for local residents during a time of scarcity and sacrifice. 
 
To the right is the view east from the northeast corner of proposed district 
(behind Scout Cabin) with the tennis court and pool beyond on right.  The 
lower right is the view looking west from the parking area at the pool house 
with the playground and core area of the park beyond. 
 
The prime motivation for formation of a historic district in the park is to 
provide the City the opportunity to access financial incentives that are 
available through the Kansas State Historical Society to assist with 
maintaining designated historic properties.  Resources listed on the Register 
of Historic Kansas Places are eligible to apply for Heritage Trust Fund 
grants, a matching grant program awarded through a competitive process 
annually.  Buildings that are contributors to a historic district or individually 
listed in the state or national registers are eligible for additional incentives in 
the form of Kansas and Federal historic tax credits.  The tax incentives apply 
only to buildings therefore the scout cabin and restroom building are likely 
the only park resources eligible for tax credits.  The tax credits are transferable and therefore can be used by 
municipalities or not-for-profits and sold.  The Heritage Trust Fund grants could potentially be used for 
improvements to contributing buildings in the park but also to the park as a whole including work on non-building 
structures such as the stone shelter house, bandstand, pergola, picnic tables and fireplaces.  
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The proposed district boundary and status of surveyed properties is based on the professional evaluation and 
opinion of Spencer Preservation.  These recommendations were reviewed and generally approved by the Kansas 
State Historic Preservation Office as a part of the survey project.  However, it is the Kansas State Historic 
Preservation Office and National Park Service that officially determine the eligibility of properties and approve 
boundaries of a designated district.  The boundary may be adjusted based on further consultation with KSHS, new 
rationale or local support. 
 
Historic designations can help to make needed improvements financially feasible as well as, be a marketing tool to 
attract visitors complimenting the community’s heritage tourism efforts.    The Historic Preservation Fund that 
helped to fund this survey project is also a source of funding to assist with funding development and submission of 
a National Register district nomination.  If the City supports historic designation of the park, it is recommended that 
the LCEDF or the City of Lincoln apply for another Historic Preservation Fund Grant in 2020 to fund the 
development of a national or state historic district nomination for the Lincoln City Park.   
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